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 Austria mint and used collection of issues from 1850 to 2000
housed in two albums and a stock book. Includes mint #B245-51,
B269-276, C54-60, and much more. Generally fine-very fine and
the mint are hinged Est. Realization...........................
$250.00
 Belgium and Colonies a mint and used collection of sets and
singles in an album. Issues from 1850 to 1960 and includes #305, 11, B25-30, B125-131, Q1-6 and other useful. Generally finevery fine. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................
$150.00
 Czechoslovakia mostly used collection of sets and singles from
1918 to 1985 assembled in a Minkus album. Hundreds of stamps
and generally fine-very fine Est. Realization..............
$75.00
 France all mint collection of imperforate issues from
1949 through 1982. Mostly regular issues but a few
semi-postals and Council of Europe as well with 175 stamps and
two deluxe proofs. Very fine mint, lightly hinged and never
hinged. Non-Scott listed, thus each identified by Yvert
numbers with a catalogue value of 5,988€ = $8,750 CDN.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$500.00
 France collection of mint and used Ceres and Napoleon issues
from 1862 to 1875 assembled on album leaves. Includes mint
#22a, 29, 32, 33(2), 38(4), 39, 41, 46, 54, 58, 58a, used #22-26,
28, 28a, 29(2), 30, 31(2), 32-35, 36a, 37 (nice Paris star cancel),
38, 39, 40, 42(pair), 44, 47b, 48, 60-63, etc. While there are
scattered flts as expected in this type of collection there is also a
wonderful range of shades and cancels. Appears fine or fine-very
fine and the catalogue value will be quite high. A close review
sure to be rewarded Est. Realization ..........................
$400.00
 France mint collection of Semi-postal issues from 1914 through
1958 assembled on Scott album pages. With the exception of a
few of the earlier sets looks mostly complete. Includes #B1-2,
B24-B335. Very fine, lightly hinged Est. Realization.
$300.00
 France a mint and used collection of back-of-the-book issues
assembled on Scptt album pages. Includes mint #C5-7, C6(5),
C16-22, C33-36, CB1-3, J2-4, J10, J11-17, J47, J52-53, J54-57,
J66-7, J68, J69-97, M4a, used #J4, J10, J23, J27-28, N6, P2, P35, and more including a few Offices. Few with flts though
generally fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......
$300.00
 France collection of issues from 1876 to 1929 assembled on
album leaves. Mostly Peace and Commerce issues with mint #7784, 74, 84, 130, 132, used #67, 72, 81, 96, etc. Few scattered flts
but generally fine-very fine and much useful will be found.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$300.00
 France all mint collection of regular issues from 1934 to 1960
assembled on Scott album pages. Looks like a complete selection
and includes better like #296-328, 330, 342-47, 349, 400-414,
414a, 477-495, 524-556, 615a, 624, 700-705, etc. Fine-very fine
mint, never hinged and lightly hinged Est. Realization $250.00
 France nice mint and used (mostly mint) collection of issues
from 1903 to 1934 assembled on album leaves. Includes mint
#138-201, 220-25, 227-240, 247, 247A, 248-251, 252, 274, 29194, used #226b, 247B, 251A, 253, and more. Generally fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......................................
$250.00
 France all mint collection of regular and precancelled
issues from 1961 through 1992 housed in a Scott Specialty
album. Looks complete for the period with sets and singles
as issued. Very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
 France selection of precancels issued from 1922 to 1947
assembled on a pair of album leaves with 72 different
and much worthwhile. Fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged
and many high catalogue Yvert & Tellier items are present.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
 France lovely collection of 47 stampless covers 1834 to 1857
mounted on exhibition pages. Shows usages from Louis
Philippe "King of the French," through Louis Napoleon Second
Empire era. In addition to domestic addresses we note English,
German, and Turkish destinations plus inbound from the
United States and England. Nice clean group, fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$200.00
 France nice selection of 12 covers 1871-1878 franked with
various Ceres heads from the Bordeaux issues. Interesting study
of cancels, rates and destinations with 10c, 20c, and 40c
frankings. Nice clean group. Inspect Est. Realization
$150.00
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France nice selection of 13 covers 1863-1870 franked
with various Napoleon III issues. Interesting study of cancels,
rates and destinations with 10c, 20c, 40c and 80c frankings.
Includes 80c on a 1868 cover (front) to New York plus
1868 Warsaw cover (front) to Paris. Nice clean group. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$150.00
France lovely collection of 34 stampless covers 1792 to 1804
mounted on exhibition pages. Shows usages from First Republic
to Napoleonic era. Interesting study showing rates for various
distances. In addition to domestic addresses we note Dutch,
German, and Swiss destinations. Nice and clean, fine-very fine
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$150.00
France nice selection of 27 covers 1877 to 1900 franked with
various Peace and Commerce issues. A great study of rates and
destinations like Belgium, England, Germany, Netherlands,
Russia, and the United States. Additionally there is 1891 U.S.A.
to Paris with 80c Postage Due, and other interesting. Close
inspection will be rewarded Est. Realization ..............
$150.00
France lovely collection of 27 stampless covers 1771 through
1792 mounted on exhibition pages. Shows usages from the Reign
of Louis XV to the Revolution. In addition to domestic addresses
we note Belgian, Dutch, German, and English destinations. Nice
and clean, fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......
$130.00
France lovely collection of 25 stampless covers 1628 to 1772
assembled on exhibition pages. Shows usages from First Tariff
Period in the French Public Mail System to Reign of Louis XV.
In addition to domestic addresses we note Belgian, Dutch,
and German destinations. Nice and clean, fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
France all mint collection of Semi-postal issues from 1959
through 1991 assembled on Scott album pages with sets and
booklets. Looks complete for the period. Very fine mint, lightly
hinged and never hinged .............................................
$100.00
France lovely collection of 23 stampless covers 1815 to 1829
mounted on exhibition pages. Shows usages from "The 100
Days" through the Reign of Charles X. In addition to domestic
addresses we note Occupation of Neterlands, German, English,
and Norwegian addresses. Nice and clean, fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
France lovely collection of 22 stampless covers 1802 to 1815
mounted on exhibition pages. Shows usages from First Empire to
Louis XVIII. Interesting group with French Occupation of
Germany, Italy Poland, many with Army Post Office markings.
Clean group, fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization..
$100.00
France mostly all mint collection of back-of-the-book
issues from 1960 to 1987 onward and looks complete with
Air Mail and Council of Europe issues plus a range of non-Scott
listed Parcel Post issues. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
German Democratic Republic lovely mint and used collection
of issues 1948 to 1961 assembled in a KA-BE album. Plenty of
sets are present running parallel both mint and used. Includes
mint #48-52, 68-77, 80-81, 85-90, 92-107, 264a, B15-20, etc. and
missing only a few sets to be complete for the period. Nice and
clean, routinely fine-very fine throughout with the mint being
never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization ........................
$300.00
German Democratic Republic collection of mint and used
sets, singles and souvenir sheets housed in a Lindner hingless
album. Issues from 1949 to 1965 and includes #58-67, 82-4,
144a, 146a, etc., etc. A nice collection that is reasonably
complete. Fine very fine and the mint are lightly hinged and
never hinged Est. Realization......................................
$300.00
German Democratic Republic accumulation of sets and singles
from 1950 to 1990 housed in a pair of stock books. Includes #8588 (2), and other useful. Fine-very fine with the mint never
hinged Est. Realization ...............................................
$75.00
German States a mint and used old time accumulation (one
pencil notation "Catalogue numbers and prices from the Scott
1902 catalogue!) assembled on a series of stamp exchange circuit
pages. A wonderfull array of cancels with numerals, cds, etc. The
usual condition for these but much is fine-very fine. Worth a
close look Est. Realization ..........................................
$100.00
German States accumulation of used issues housed in
a small stock book. Nice range of cancels with numerals, cds,
etc. Usual condition though much is fine or better. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
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29  Germany lovely stock selection of mint and postally used
issues from early to modern neatly arranged in a stock book.
There's plenty of useful material here like the 1951 4pf, 10pf,
and 80pf Post Horn issues never hinged, and the set complete
used, various Berlin Transportation issues in different
denominations, and other worthwhile. For the most part the used
appear to have been selected for the cancel. This is a nice clean
group that is routinely very fine. The owner has collected and
identifed with Michel, the total catalogue being 2,885€ = $4,211
CDN Est. Realization .................................................
$500.00
30  Germany all mint collection of sets and singles as issued
from 1996 to 2005, most often with two of each. All housed
in 8 stock books and routinely very fine unused, never hinged
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$350.00
31  Germany all mint collection of sets and singles as issued
from 1970 to 1995, most often with two of each. All housed
in 8 stock books and routinely very fine unused, never hinged
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$250.00
32  Germany collection of First Day Cards (Ersttagsblatt) from
1974 to 1995 housed in 8 Kronen ETB albums, Looks complete,
very clean and very fine. Michel catalogue value 890€
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$250.00
33  Germany accumulation of 4 cards and two covers with #667-8,
B309, 669, B306-8 (2), 9N87, and 9NB12. Fine-very fine $237.00
34  Germany a mint and used collection of sets and singles housed
in eight stock books. Includes issues from Third Reiche, #702c
and 704a in an intact booklet, used #9N77-78, complete mint
sheets of #9NB21-24, and other useful. Routinely fine-very fine
and the mint mostly never hinged Est. Realization.....
$200.00
35  Germany collection of Berlin First Day Cards (Ersttagsblatt)
from 1975 to 1990 housed in two Kronen ETB albums. Looks
complete, very clean and very fine. Michel catalogue 600€
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$175.00
36  Germany nice collection of Berlin from 1949 to 1963 assembled
on KA-BE album pages. Includes mint #9N80, 9N81-3, 9N99100, 9NB6-7, 9NB8-11, used #9N42-60, etc. and looks fairly
complete for the period. Fine-very fine and the mint never
hinged. Inspect Est. Realization .................................
$100.00
37  Germany nice mint and used collection of issues 1946 to
1963 with regular and semi-postal issues assembled on
KA-BE album pages. Includes used #685-6, 669, 670-85, 686,
702-721, etc. There is a large degree of completeness from
1954 onward. Routinely very fine and the mint never hinged.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
38  Germany old-time mint and used accumulation with hundreds
of stamps assembled in a large stock book. Includes a range of
early Stated issues with numeral and other cancels, First Shield
issues, Offices, etc., etc. Few scattered flts as to be expected in
this type of material though a close review will likely be
rewarded. Est. Realization..........................................
$75.00
39  Germany a mint and used mounted collection of Occupation and
Plebiscites 1914-1939 with issues from Allenstein - Upper
Silesia. Particular strength in Danzig. Generally fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$65.00
40  Germany a mint and used collection of post-WWII Occupation
issues with stamps and souvenir sheets from the
Soviet, American, British, and French Zones housed in a KA-BE
album. Sparce in some spots and well filled in others. Fine-very
fine and the mint mostly never hinged. Worth a look.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
41  Germany
accumulation
of
remainders.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
42  Greece a mint and used collection of issues from 1861 to the
1940's housed in a KA-BE album. Includes mint #1-2, used #12,
57, 128, etc. plus Air Mails and other back-of-the-book issues.
Few scattered flts but generally fine-very fine and excellent basis
for expansion Est. Realization....................................
$100.00
43  Hungary mainly used collection of sets and singles from 1858 to
1985 assembled in a Minkus album. Contains hundreds of
stamps and fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization....
$75.00
44  Iceland a mint and used collection of sets and singles from
1896 to 1948 mounted on pages. Includes #86-94, 99-107, 147,
170-5, C1-3, C15-20, etc. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$120.00
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45  Italy and Colonies a mint and used collection of sets and
singles from 1863 to 1949 mounted on pages. Includes #58-66,
280-9, 304-5, 367-76, C89-99, etc. Generally fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$120.00
46  Japan all mint stock of sets and singles from 1930 to 1974,
mostly in sheetlets of 10 or 20 as issued. Lots of topical appeal
and fine-very fine, never hinged ................................. $1,800.00
47  Japan all mint stock of sets and singles from 1930 to 1982,
mostly in sheetlets of 10 or 20 as issued. Lots of topical appeal
and fine-very fine, never hinged ................................. $1,800.00
48  Liechtenstein collection of mainly mint sets and singles from
1938 to 1984 housed in a pair of stock books. Includes #151 mint
and other useful. Looks complete from 1962 onward. Fine-very
fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization .....................
$100.00
49  Netherlands nice all mint accumulation/stock of issues from the
1930's onward assembled in a stock book. Contains regular and
semi-postal issues with both sets and singles including #298-300,
B82-85, B238-42, B259-63, B264-68, B271-75, B276-80, B3015, B343-47 (2), J80-106, and much more. Fine-very fine lightly
hinged and never hinged Est. Realization ...................
$100.00
50  Netherlands accumulation of mint and used issues from
early to modern housed on stock pages, dealer sales cards
and Post Office packages. Hundreds of stamps and much
worthwhile. Fine-very fine and the mint are never hinged. Worth
a look Est. Realization ................................................
$50.00
51  Poland mostly used collection of sets and singles from 1918
to 1985 assembled in a Minkus album. Contains hundreds
of stamps with much useful throughout, fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
52  Poland miscellaneous accumulation of thousands of used stamps
housed in an album and various plastic boxes and bags. Inspect!
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
53  Russia collection/accumulation of mostly used issues including
souvenir sheets in 4 stock books and a small box, etc. Note
a few earlier but mostly issues of the 1950's to 1980's. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
54  Russia mainly used collection of sets and singles from 1865
to 1981 assembled in a large Minkus album. Contains hundreds
of stamps with much useful throughout. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$60.00
55  Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$50.00
56  Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$50.00
57  Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$50.00
58  Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$50.00
59  Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$50.00
60  Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$50.00
61  Ryukyu Islands nice all mint collection of issues 1948 - 1971
housed in a White Ace album with slipcase. Looks almost
complete for the period (missing items found elsewhere in this
sale). Includes #1-7, 8-13, 14, 15, 16, 16A, 16B,18, 19-223,
195a-199a, C4-30, E1 ................................................. $1,303.00
62  Saar mint and used collection of regular and semi-postal issues
from 1946 to 1959 assembled on KA-BE album pages. Looks
complete for the period with many sets present parallel both mint
and used. Routinely very fine and the mint never hinged. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
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63  Switzerland mint and used collection of sets and singles from
early to modern housed in 3 stock books. Includes mint #B178, a
good selection of Semi-postal sets from the 1930's and 1940's,
etc. Fine-very fine with the mint bothhinged and never hinged.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$150.00
64  Switzerland selection of nine annual souvenir booklets for 1988,
1990-93, 1995-98. Very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization
....................................................................................
$75.00
65  United Arab Republic all mint collection of issues from 1958
through 1962 assembled on Lindner hingless album pages.
Contains over 75 complete sets and souvenir sheets and fairly
complete for the period. Very fine Est. Realization ....
$50.00
66  United States mint and used collection of sets and singles from
1881 to 1997 housed in two Harris albums. Sparce in earlier but
the modern mint has a face of $650. Fine-very fine, mint hinged
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$500.00
67  United States collection of 14 mint plate number blocks of six or
eight. Incudes #617, 758-765, C11, etc. Fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged Est. Realization ...................................
$350.00
68  United States a mint and used collection of issues from 1851
through 1974 housed in an All American album. Includes
used #7 (flt), 26, 63, 65, 114, 115, 150, 161, 185, 225, 230-37,
290, 253-59, 284, 294-99, 326, 328-30, 400, 548-50, 571-73,
mint #300-309, 319, 483, 570, J88-101, modern "face" material
and much more. Few scattered flts but generally fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
69  United States a mint and used colleciton of sets and singles from
1851 to 1987 housed in a Scott album. Includes used #113, 190
and a good range of modern "face" material. Fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$150.00
70  United States accumulation of hundreds mint and used issues
housed in a Harris album, a three ring binder, a platic box, and a
Davo hingeless album with slipcase (pages 1981-1994). Mainly
20th century issues with a high amount of modern "face" type
material. The Davo album with slipcase easily worth the estimate.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$100.00
71  United States mint and used collection of sets and singles from
early to modern housed in three stock books. Useful WashingtonFranklin issues unchecked for perforations and watermarks,
selection of modern face ($125), etc. Fine-very fine, the mint
never hinged Est. Realization .....................................
$100.00
72  United States miscellaneous accumulation of mint and used
 stamps and covers. Includes 11 pages of 3¢ to 5¢ plate blocks,
First Day Covers, 1¢ to 3¢ Columbians, #610 mint block of 5,
and plenty of other useful material. A close look sure to be
rewarded. Inspect! Est. Realization ............................
$100.00
73  United States a mint and used collection/accumulation housed in
three binders with hundreds of stamps, "face" material, and more.
Worth a look. Est. Realization ....................................
$75.00
74  United States carton with three remaindered collections.Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
75  United States two cartons full of on paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
76  United States carton full of on paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
77  United States carton full of commercial mail from the 1950's and
1960's. Inspect Floor Sale Only..................................
Offer
78  United States carton filled with various remainders, etc. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
79  United States carton full of stamps mounted on pages. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
80  Vatican all mint collection of issues in three albums plus a stock
book covering the period 1935 to 1974. Fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged and never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization $75.00
81  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
82  Worldwide nice mint and used selection of mini or
souvenir sheets. Includes mint Germany #804, Liechtenstein
mini-sheets #472, 533, 552, 557 (6) 571, Netherlands #B144a45a, B144a, Switzerland sheet #CB1, used Netherlands #B144a45a, and other useful. Generally fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................ $1,005.55
Please mail your bid sheet early. Remember, in the case of tie
bids the first bid received wins the lot.
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83  Worldwide a mint and used collection of sets and singles
assembled in a stock book. Filled with useful material including
mint Great Britain 525-28 (pairs), J65-67, Netherlands #154-59,
332-39 (5), B21a-24a, B25-32, B37a-40a, B50a-53a, B54-57 (6),
O1-7, Netherlands Antilles #75-81, 95-104, Suriname #142-163,
useful Sweden, Vatican, West Irian #1a-19a (2), and more. Mostly
mint and fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ........
$350.00
84  Worldwide lovely mint and used collection of Olympic Games
issues from 1896 to 1956 housed in a Lindner hingeless album.
Includes France #700-705, Greece #126-28, 162-3, Korea #85-6,
Lebanon #18-21, 45-8, Monaco #204-8 CB7-10 (both perforated
and imperforate), 295-300, C36-9, Syria #133-6, 166-9, etc., etc.
Fine-very fine and the mint are lightly hinged and never hinged
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$250.00
85  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "J to M" countries
housed in a Scott International album. Includes Jamaica, Japan
with mint #402, 417-21, 422, 424, 450-53, 460-63, 465-66, 479,
616, Jugoslavia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, etc. with
hundreds in total. Fine-very fine Est. Realization .......
$200.00
86  Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from "A to Z"
countries housed in a Scott International album Volume 1 with
issues of the first one hundred years. Interesting range of material
with useful early cancels, sets, etc. A close review surely to be
rewarded. Generally fine-very fine Est. Realization ...
$200.00
87  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "C to G" countries
housed in a Scott International album. Useful selections of
China, Congo, Croatia, Denmark, Ethiopia, Finland, France,
Germany, etc. with hundreds of stamps in total. Fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$200.00
88  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "N and P" countries
housed in a Scott International album. Includes useful ranges of
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Papua, Persia, Philippines,
Poland, etc. Filled with sets and singles with hundreds in total.
Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......................
$200.00
89  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "G to I" countries
housed in a Scott International album. Includes useful selections
of German Democratic Republic, Great Britain, Hong Kong mint
#197-98, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, etc. with hundreds in total.
Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......................
$200.00
90  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "A to C"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Includes
useful Afghanistan, Algeria, Antigua, Australia, Austria,
Belgium and Colonies, British Solomon Islands mint #J1-8,
Ceylon, etc. with hundreds in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$200.00
91  Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from
"G" countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains
a good representation of issues from Germany and Great Britain
with many hundreds in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$150.00
92  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "S and T"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, etc. with many hundreds in total.
Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......................
$150.00
93  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "I to K"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Israel, Italy, Jugoslavia, etc. with many hundreds in total. Finevery fine. Inspect Est. Realization...............................
$120.00
94  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "K to M"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Malayan States with six different definitive sets from the 1950's
(cat. value $160), etc. with many hundreds in total. Fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......................................
$100.00
95  Worldwide accumulation of mostly First Day Covers, mostly
from the 1960's and 1970's with full sets as issues. Includes
Liechtenstein (18), Sweden (118), Switzerland (106). Fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......................................
$100.00
96  Worldwide a miscellaneous mint and used accumulation
with mint Belgium collection 1985-1994 in a Davo hingeless
album with slipcase, used Belgium in a box and on
stock pages (catalogues several hundred $$), envelopes with
Bermuda and Vatican and a stock book of various. Fine-very fine
and the Davo album with slipcase easily worth the estimate.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Visa, Mastercard, and American Express gladly accepted for all
your successfull bids. Please remember to complete the
appropriate area on your bid sheet.
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97  Worldwide all mint collection of the 1974 U.P.U. 100th
Anniversary issue with complete sets, souvenir sheets and a few
First Day Covers. Looks like it's about 99% complete for the
issue. Very fine, never hinged Est. Realization...........
$100.00
98  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "Q to S"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Includes
useful sections of Romania, Russia, Rwanda, the Saints,
San Marino, etc. with hundreds in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
99  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "U to Z" countries
housed in a Scott International album. Includes useful United
Nations, Vatican, Zanzibar and United States used #114, 225,
230-34, 237, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, range of WashingtonFranklins, #548-50, 614-16, 617-19, and more. Generally finevery fine. Worth a look! Est. Realization....................
$100.00
100  Worldwide a mint and used collectionof Red Cross and other
related semi-postal issues with sets and singles assembled on 21
stock pages. Good variety of countries and includes Belgium
#B29-30, etc., Fine-very fine, mint and lightly hinged and never
hinged Est. Realization...............................................
$100.00
101  Worldwide lovely mint collection of Olympic Games
issues from 1960 to 1968 housed in three albums with sets
and souvenir sheets and is likely complete. Many sets present are
both perforated on imperforate. Fine-very fine mint, never
hinged Est. Realization...............................................
$100.00
102  Worldwide mainly used colleciton of sets and singles from "A to
Z" countries mounted on hundreds of album leves with thousands
of stamps in total. Generally fine-very fine with a strong topical
appeal. Inspect Est. Realization..................................
$75.00
103  Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation of mint and used
including a Canada collection, small selection of China, stamps in
glassines, etc., etc. Inspect Est. Realization................
$75.00
104  Worldwide carton of miscellaneous items including a mint
United Naitons collection, used U.S.A. collection, an old
approval book of Turkey, etc. Inspect Est. Realization
$75.00
105  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "M and N"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Netherlands, New Zealand, etc. with many hundreds in total.
Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization......................
$75.00
106  Worldwide collection of mostly used sets and singles from the
European area with Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Russia
mounted on hundreds of album leaves and contains thousands of
stamps. The usual strong topical appeal from these areas and a
close review may very well e rewarded. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
107  Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from "G to H"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains
useful issues of Greece and a strong topical appeal from other
countries with many hundreds in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
108  Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from "I"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Iceland, India, Iraq, Ireland, etc. with many hundreds in total.
Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization......................
$75.00
109  Worldwide a two volume mint and used collection of Sports
issues from 1936 to 1956. Wide variety of sports activities from
many countries. Includes Germany #B91-92, etc. Fine-very fine,
mint are lightly hinged and never hinged ...................
$75.00
110  Worldwide accumulation of many hundreds of mint and used
stamps, mostly pre-1950 issues housed in five binders. Note
useful Greece, Hungary, etc. Inspect Est. Realization
$75.00
111  Worldwide a mint and used accumulation of sets and singles
housed in 4 stock books. Mainly issues of Western European area
with Austria, France, and Italy. Note much useful from the 1950's
era. Generally fine-very fine and the mint mainly never hinged.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$75.00
112  Worldwide mainly used collection of issues from "D to F"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Denmark, Egypt, Finland, etc. with many hundreds in total. Finevery fine. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................
$75.00
113  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from China to
Danzig housed in a Scott International album. Contains many
hundreds in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization $75.00
114  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "T to Z"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Turkey, Vatican City, etc. with many hundreds in total. Fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......................................
$75.00
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115  Worldwide a selection of 15 covers WWII era, either
French or German Occupation used in France and a POW
cover. Interesting for cancels and rates. Fine-very fine, inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
116  Worldwide mainly used collection of sets and singles
from "A to T" countries mounted on hundreds of album
leaves with thousands of stamps in total. Includes Argentina,
Austria, Germany, etc. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
117  Worldwide a mint and used collection of "S and T" countries
assembled on Scott International album pages. Includes useful
Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, etc. with sets and singles. Many
hundreds in all. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization $75.00
118  Worldwide mainly used collection of sets and singles from
”A to W" countries mounted on hundreds of album leaves
with thousands of stamps in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$60.00
119  Worldwide a mint and used accumulation housed in 5
binders and a stock book. Thousands of stamps including
Belgium, Greece, older European area, etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$60.00
120  Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation of stamps and covers.
 Note United States, Bird topicals, First Day Covers, etc.
Hundreds of stamps. Inspect Est. Realization .............
$60.00
121  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "P to R"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Portugal, Romania, lots of topicals, etc. with many hundreds in
total. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization .............
$60.00
122  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "M to P"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Norway, etc. with many hundreds in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$60.00
123  Worldwide accumulation of several hundred covers and cards.
Includes Germany with both East and West issues, Hitler era, etc.
Generally fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......
$60.00
124  Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from "F to G"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
France and Colonies, etc. with many hundreds in total. Fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......................................
$60.00
125  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization................................................
$50.00
126  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
127  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
128  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
129  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization................................................
$50.00
130  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization................................................
$50.00
131  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization................................................
$50.00
132  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization................................................
$50.00
“Est. Realization” is our opinion of the market value of the lot,
not an estimate of catalogue value. Bids placed in low
increments of this amount are unlikely to be successful.
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133  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization ...............................................
$50.00
134  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization ...............................................
$50.00
135  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization ...............................................
$50.00
136  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
137  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
138  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization ...............................................
$50.00
139  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization....................
$50.00
140  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
141  Worldwide a mint accumulation/stock of issues from "A to Z"
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection will yield
results Est. Realization ...............................................
$50.00
142  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
143  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from Bulgaria to
Chile housed in a Scott International album. Contains many
hundreds in total with a strong topical appeal. Fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$50.00
144  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "A and B"
countries housed in a Scott International album. Contains useful
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, etc. with many hundreds in total. Finevery fine. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................
$50.00
145  Worldwide a mint and used collection of issues from Aden to
Australia housed in a Scott International album. Contains issues
chiefly from the 1950's to 1970's with many hundreds in total.
Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization......................
$50.00
146  Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
147  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
148  Worldwide mostly used collection of issues from "R to S"
countries housed in a pair of Scott International albums. Contains
useful topicals, etc. with many hundreds in total. Fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$50.00
149  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
150  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
151  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
152  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
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153  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization....................................
$50.00
154  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
155  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization....................................
$50.00
156  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization....................................
$50.00
157  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization....................................
$50.00
158  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
159  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
160  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
161  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
162  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
163  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
164  Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
165  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization....................................
$50.00
166  Worldwide a selection of mint and used issues assembled in a
stock book representing a collector's "duplicates." We note a good
range of Belgium with useful earlier, some Ethiopia, South
American areas, etc., etc. This is a "hodge-podge" of material and
who knows what a good sorting will uncover. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
167  Worldwide mostly used accumulation of issues mainly off paper
filling a large shoe box. Looks like thousands from early to
modern. Inspect Est. Realization.................................
$50.00
168  Worldwide a miscellaneous accumulation of mint and used sets
and singles housed in a stock book. Includes used Argentina,
useful used Chile first Columbus issues, mint Austria including
#618A-630, B179-183, etc., selections of United Nations and
Vatican. Fine-very fine and the mint mainly never hinged.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
169  Worldwide accumulation of mainly complete sets mounted on
approval pages. Good range of topicals and thousands of stamps.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization....................................
$50.00
170  Worldwide a miscellaneous accumulation housed in stock books,
album leaves, and sales cards. Note useful range of souvenir
sheets, various country remnants, etc. Worth a look, could be
surprises! Est. Realization...........................................
$45.00
171  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ...................................
$40.00
172  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ...................................
$40.00
173  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ...................................
$40.00
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174  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
175  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
176  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
177  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
178  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
179  Worldwide accumulation of over 80 First Day Covers from the
1950's and 1960's. Mostly Western Europe with good selection of
Liechtenstein and Switzerland Est. Realization..........
$40.00
180  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
181  Worldwide accumulation of mint and used housed in three stock
books. Note modern used Japanese commemoratives, Royalty
topicals, and other useful. Inspect Est. Realization ....
$40.00
182  Worldwide accumulation of several hundred "Cinderella" issues
in singles, blocks and sheets. Mostly Christmas seals from
1905 onward and a good selection from Denmark. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
183  Worldwide all used accumulation of thousands of stamps, all off
paper filling a large shoebox Est. Realization ............
$40.00
184  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
185  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
186  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
187  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
188  Worldwide box full of mint and used sets, singles, mini-sheets,
etc. Inspect Est. Realization........................................
$35.00
189  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
190  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
191  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
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192  Worldwide mostly old time used accumulation stuffed into
envelopes, etc. Most interesting is a selection of very early 20th
Century U.S.A. envelope or parcel clippings. Could be the
virtual "treasure trove" for the collector with the time and
patience to sort through this mess! Est. Realization....
$25.00
193  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
194  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
195  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
196  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
197  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
198  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
199  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
200  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
201  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
202  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
203  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
204  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
205  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
206  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
207  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
208  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
209  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
210  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
211  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
212  Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A
conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
213  Worldwide box full of various on and off paper accumulations.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$20.00
214  Worldwide shoebox crammed with miscellaneous in glassines,
102 sales cards, etc. Inspect Est. Realization ..............
$20.00
215  Worldwide shoebox crammed with miscellaneous in glassines,
102 sales cards, etc. Inspect Est. Realization ..............
$20.00
216  Worldwide accumulation of thousands of used stamps sorted by
country. Lots of useful topicals. Est. Realization ........
$20.00
217  Worldwide shoebox crammed with miscellaneous in glassines,
102 sales cards, etc. Inspect Est. Realization ..............
$20.00
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218  Worldwide carton accumulation of remaindered collections in 4
stock books, in glassines, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only
Offer
219  Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous accumulations both on
and off paper. Inspect Floor Sale Only .......................
Offer
220  Worldwide carton full of collection remainders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
221  Worldwide carton of remainder collections housed in 7 stock
books. Inspect Floor Sale Only ..................................
Offer
222  Worldwide carton full of various remainders in stock books,
binders, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only..........................
Offer
223  Worldwide accumulation of various remainders in albums or
Offer
 binders. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................
224  Worldwide accumulation of various mint and used issues in three
albums. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................
Offer
225  Worldwide carton of collection remainders including Great
Britain and Vatican City. Inspect Floor Sale Only......
Offer
226  Worldwide carton full of covers, early to modern. Mostly
commercial mail but did note some interesting rates. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
227  Worldwide carton full of collection remainders and other stuff.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
Offer
228  Worldwide carton full of stamps in 6 binders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
229  Worldwide accumulation of various collections or remainders.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
Offer
230  Worldwide accumulation of mint and used collections in 5
binders. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................
Offer
231  Worldwide carton full of collection remainders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
232  Worldwide carton accumulation of stamps on stock pages and in
binders. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................
Offer
233  Worldwide carton with 7 volumes of material. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
234  Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales, cards, etc. Fine-very fine
and while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
235  Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation of a group of
 modern Canada First Day Covers, a Canada Post Millennium
souvenir collection, a stock book of modern mint issues, a
Kenedy topical collection, UN Offices in Geneva, etc. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer

WORLDWIDE TRANSATLANTIC
STAMPLESS COVERS
236  France SFL Perigueux (24-Dordogne) to Philadelphia,
red cds Perigueux 15/Avril/1842, red boxed P.P., red cds New
York, Ship, May 25. Letter went from Perigueux to Paris with
small blue Paris 17/Avril/42 cds on reverse. Then went to Le
Havre and large red Bureau Maritime, Havre 18/Avril/1842 cds
on revrse. Manuscript rated 81 (decimes) for Ocean mail to
the U.S.A. Small tear at top middle othwerwise fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
237  France SFL Paris to Boston wth large double ring cancel
B. De La Maison Du Roi 9 31/Dec/1841, red London
Paid 2 JA 2 1842 in circle, red boxed PD and red Ship/6 in
arc. Ocean mail via Liverpool per Steamer Britannia. Very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
238  France SFL Paris to Portsmouth, Virginia, via New York, red
60/P.P./E in octagonal box, black Porte-Paye (postage paid), blue
30/Juin/1831 in circle. Manuscript rated 27 (decimes) and
manuscript 6 on back. Large red cds New-York/Ship/Aug 31.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
239  France SFL Le Havre (76-Seine-Maritime) to Boston, SHIP/6 in
red arc. Letter dated Havre 8 February 1828. Prepaid ocean mail.
Very fine Est. Realization...........................................
$50.00
240  France SFL Bordeaux (33-Gironde) to Philadelphia, red straight
lin SHIP, red receiving cds New York 9 Feb. Letter dated 10
Novembre 1810 and manuscript rated 39½ (decimes) for ocean
mail to U.S.A. Very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
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241  France SFL Bordeaux (33-Gironde) to New York, red
straight line SHIP and red receiving cds New York Apr.
29. Four page letter dated Bordeaux 22 Mars 1809. Manuscript
rated 36 (decimes) for ocean mail to U.S.A. Very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
242  France SFL Paris to Newport, Rhode Island with red straight line
SHIP, red receiving New York, May 5. Letter dated Paris Fevr.
10, 1807. Manuscript 19 (decimes) for ocean mail to U.S.A. Finevery fine Est. Realization ............................................
$50.00
243  France SFL Perigueux (24-Dordogne) to Philadelphia with red
cds Perigueux 28/Aout/42, red boxed P.P. and manuscript rated
1L (livre) in blue, red New York, Ship/Oct/11. Reverse has blue
cds Havre 31/Aout/42 and red Bureau Maritime 31/Aout/1842.
Pyas Ocean mail rate to the U.S.A. Est. Realization ...
$50.00
244  France SFL Perigueux (24-Dordogne) to Philadelphia via New
York, Perigueux (23) in large double black double lined circle
20/DEC/1837, red straight line SHIP, red boxed P.P. and large red
single line circle New York Feb 19. Manuscript rated 39
(decimes) on front and added rating 19 (18+1) on back. Ocean
mail to U.S.A. Very fine Est. Realization....................
$50.00
245  France SFL Marseille(12) 10/Janv/67 to New York with black
N.Y. 15 Brpk Jan 20 with m/s via Queenston, b/s Paris A Calais
RPO cancel 11/Janv/67. Very fine Est. Realization.....
$50.00
246  France SFL Le Havre (62-Pas-de-Calais) to New York via
Boston, Le Havre(74) 10/Nov/52 cds, manuscript rated 5/ rate by
British Packet and large Br. Packet/5/Boston 14 Nov handstamp,
red boxed PD. By Steamer Anglais from Liverpool to the United
States. Backstamped Paris cds 10/Nov/52 and Ligne-Du-Havre
RPO 10/No/52. Very fine Est. Realization ..................
$40.00
247  France SFL Paris to Philadelphia with red double ring Paris
17/Janv/50 cds, red London transit Paid 18Ja18/1850 and red
boxed PD, large 5 in circle. Backstamped Ligne-de-Calais RPO
17/Janv/50. Rated 15 (decimes) plus 5 due, 20c rate for up to
7½g. Paris to Le Havre Est. Realization .....................
$40.00
248  France stampless cover Pau(64) 21/Juin/67 to Augusta, Georgia,
with red boxed Pau Service, black Bos15ton 8/Jul/20, b/s
Bordeaux a Paris RPO cancel. Contents included. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
249  Great Britain SFL undated letter m/s pr Messlain Eagle (??) to
Washington, Columbia, United States, h/s with circular New
York/Ship/DEC 4/5cts. Fine-very fine Est. Realization
$25.00
250  Great Britain SFL 17/SP/1850 to Baltimore, Maryland.
Indistinct blue straightline cancel, h/s oval 3 Cents and New
York/Packet/24. Inspect Est. Realization ....................
$25.00
251  Italy stampless mourning cover Novi 8/Mag/69 to Augusta,
Georgia via Marseille, France and Boston, h/s 24, red E-Pont
Marseille 10/Mai/69, Bos27Ton 24/May/37. Back flap missing
otherwise very fine Est. Realization............................
$40.00
252  Martinique SFL St. Pierre Martinique to Bordeaux, France with
large St. Pierre Martinique 11/Jul/1860 cds, Col. Fr.
Angl/Amb.Calais 29/Juil/60 cds, and m/s rated 6; b/s Paris transit
29/Juil/60 and Bordeaux(32) 30/Juil/60 cds. Small nick
at top otherwise nice example of French Colonial cover.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
253  United States SFL Philadelphia to Paris, letter dated
May 23, 1843. Red Outre-Mer/Le Havre 27/Juin/43 cds.
Rated 11 (decimes) for 112 miles Le Havre to Paris. Reverse
has red boxed 2eDet and Paris 28/Juin/43 cds. Very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$35.00

WORLDWIDE STAMPS
AUSTRIA
254  #C57-58, 1953 3s green and 5s red brown Air Mail Issues, finevery fine used .............................................................
$220.00
BELGIUM
255  #7, 1854 20c blue, two copies on cover with red
Mons/1854/26/NOV/7-8S cds, red unreadable border crossing
cds and black boxed PD, b/s Versailles/2eDISTct/ 27/NOV/54
cds. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ............................
$25.00
256  #20, 1867 30c brown King Leopold issue, fine-very fine mint,
hinge remnant .............................................................
$575.00
FRANCE
257  SFL's a group of three 1959, 1863 and 1872 covers each
handstruck with double lined numerals for postage due 30 and 40.
Very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................
$40.00
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258  #1-3, 6, 7, 9, 1849-50 Ceres issues appear fine-very fine used
though a few with trivial hidden flts. Inspect ............. $2,170.00
259  #1d, 1862 10c bistre Ceres re-issue, fine-very fine mint, original
gum hinged ................................................................
$375.00
260  #2d, 1862 15c green Ceres re-issue, a couple of trivial thins
otherwise fine-very fine mint, hinge remnant ............
$475.00
261  #3, 1849 20c black Ceres issue, a nice pair tied by diamond grid
cancel Paris(60) 7/Fevr/50 to Aurillac, b/s Aurillac(15) 9/Fevr/50,
very fine Est. Realization ...........................................
$60.00
262  #3, 1849 20c black Ceres issue tied by diamond grid cancel
Paris(60) 24/Mar/50 to Rambouillet with b/s Rambouillet(72)
24/Mar/50 cds. Very fine Est. Realization ..................
$40.00
263  #3, 1849 20c black Ceres issue, nice four margin copy tied by
diamond grid cancel Alais(29) 14/Fevr/1849 to Anduze with b/s
Anduze(29) 14/Fevr/1849 (the two towns are 12km apart). Very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$40.00
264  #3, 6, 1849 20c black (1) and 1849 25c blue (5) Ceres issues tied
to various covers by diamond grid and one diamond numeral
cancel. Fine-very fine, inspect Est. Realization..........
$100.00
265  #3/20, selection of 26 Ceres or Naopleon issues in singles, pairs,
and strips. Mostly different with a variety of shades and cancels.
Some scattered flts though generally fine or fine-very fine used
.................................................................................... $1,234.50
266  #3d, 1862 20c black Ceres re-issue, very fine mint, without gum
....................................................................................
$325.00
267  #6d, 1862 25c blue Ceres re-issue, trivial thin othwerwise finevery fine mint, original gum hinged ...........................
$350.00
268  #9, 9b, 9c, 1849 1f ceres issues in light carmine, brown carmine
and dark carmine. Appear fine used though trivial hidden flts.
Inspect ........................................................................ $2,350.00
269  #9d, 1862 1fr lake Ceres re-issue, tiny thin speck otherwise finevery fine mint, lightly hinged .....................................
$475.00
270  #10, 1852 10c pale bistre Louis Napoleon issue tied by lovely
Paris star cancel, and Paris Lettre Office 19/Dec/54 cds. Very fine
and nice example of local rate letter Est. Realization.
$100.00
271  #10, 10a, 1852 10c President Louis Napoleon issues in pale bistre
and dark bistre, 10a has a shallow filled thin otherwise fine used
.................................................................................... $1,025.00
272  #10-11, 1852 10c and 25c President Louis Napoleon issues, 10c
has a trivial shallow thin otherwise fine-very fine used $485.00
273  #11, 15, 1852 25c blue (4) and 1853 20c blue (3) Emperor
Napoleon III issues on seven covers with various town cancels.
Very fine. Inspect Est. Realization..............................
$75.00
274  #11a, 1862 25c blue Emporer Napaleon III re-issue, very fine
mint, lightly hinged ....................................................
$300.00
275  #12-15, 17, 18, 1853-60 Emperor Napoleon III issues, appear
fine-very fine mint and used though a few with trivial hidden flts.
Inspect ........................................................................ $1,056.50
276  #13, 1854 5c green Emperor Napoleon III issue tied by diamond
grid to local Paris mourning notice with Dist on(G) 24/Avril/61
cds. Very fine Est. Realization....................................
$35.00
277  #13/19, selection of 7 1853-60 Emperor Napoleon III issues all
privately perforated, fine-very fine used Est. Realization $50.00
278  #14, 1853 10c bistre brown Louis Napoleon issues on 7 covers
(two with pairs) showing a range of cancels, fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$60.00
279  #14, 1853 10c bistre Louis Napoleon issue, a pair tied by numeral
diamond cancel Houdan(78) 8/Dec/60 to Drouais, b/s RPO Paris
a Brest 8/Dec/60 and Druais-Eure-et-Loir 9/Dec/60. Very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
280  #14, 15, 19, 1853 10c bistre on two covers, 1854 20c blue on two
covers, and 1854 80c lake, two copies on a front to New York.
Various markings, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization
$50.00
281  #14, 19, 1853 10c bistre and 1954 80c lake Emperor Napoleon III
issues tied by diamond grid cancels Paris 6/Oct/57 to Milano,
Italy, red boxed PD, b/s Paris(60) 6/Oct/57 and Milano 9/10. Very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$40.00
282  #15, 19, 1854 20c blue and 80c lake Emperor Napoleon III issues
tied by numeral diamond cancel Lyon 10/Janv/59 to Turin, Italy,
red boxed PD, b/s Torino 7 and boxed Port. Lett/1A/D'etranger.
Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................................
$40.00
283  #15, 19, 1854 20c blue and 80c lake Emperor Napoleon III issues
tied by diamond grid cancels Bordeau (12) 28/Aout/55 to Torino,
Italy,red boxed PD, b/s cds Bordeaux a Pairs RPO 23/Aout/55
and Torino 26/Agos/55. Fine-very fine Est. Realization $40.00
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284  #18, 1853 40c orange Louis Napoleon issue tied by numeral grid
cancel Paris 14/Juil/60 to London, England with red boxed PD
and London/Paid JY 18/60 cds. Few signs of age otherwise finevery fine Est. Realization ............................................
$25.00
285  #19, 1854 80c lake Emperor Napoleon III issue, shallow
filled thin on reverse otherwise fine-very fine mint, without gum
..................................................................................... $2,500.00
286  #20, 1860 80c pink Emperor Napoleon III issue, fine-very fine
mint, without gum ....................................................... $1,400.00
287  #21, 1854 1fr lake Emperor Napoleon III issue, small facial scuff
and shallow filled thin from hinge removal otherwise fine mint.
Scarce stamp ............................................................... $5,250.00
288  #22-23, 1862 1c olive green and 5c yellow green Emperor
Napoleon III issues, fine mint, may be regummed .....
$290.00
289  #25, 1862 10c bistre Emperor Napoleon III issue, fine mint,
without gum ................................................................ $1,100.00
290  #25, 28, 1862 10c bistre and 80c lake pair tied to registered
cover by numeral diamond cancels Bischwiller(67) 16/Nov63 cds
to Pest, Hungary, h/s red Charge, red boxed PD, b/s with
Registration box, transit cancels for Strasbourg, Wien and
Pest receiving. Few rough edges otherwise a nice item. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
291  #26, 1862 20c blue Emproer Napoleon III issue, fine mint,
disturbed gum .............................................................
$190.00
292  #26, 1862 20c blue, four copies (2 pairs) tied by bold numeral 15
in star cancels, Paris R. Bonaparte 6/Aout/64 cds to Barcelona,
Spain, red boxed PD, b/s Espana/La Junquera 7/Ago/64 and
Barcelona 9/Ago/64. Very fine Est. Realization..........
$40.00
293  #27, 1862 40c orange Emporer Napoleon III issue, fine mint,
without gum ................................................................ $1,050.00
294  #27, 1862 40c orange Emperor Napoleon III issue tied by bold
diamond 2240 numeral cancel Marseille 5/Fevr/67 to Genova,
Italy, boxed Apres/Le/Depart and b/s Genova 8/Feb/67 cds, finevery fine Est. Realization ............................................
$25.00
295  #29, 29a, 30, 31, 1863-70 Emporer Napoleon III issues, fine
mint, original gum or no gum .....................................
$341.00
296  #32a, 186710c bistre Emperor Napoleon III imperforate
"Rothschild" re-issue, fine-very fine mint,lightly hinged $110.00
297  #34, 1867 30c brown Emporer Napoleon III issue, a top margin
pair, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged ...................... $1,300.00
298  #34, 1867 30c brown Napoleon III issue tied by Paris/R.
Du Pont Neuf 8/Jany/70 to Kehl (Baden, Germany), red
boxed PD, b/s Strasburg transit and Kehl 9/Jan cds. Very fine.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
299  #34, 1867 30c brown pair on registered cover numeral 1 star
cancel Paris to Rouen, violet registered letter box. Tiny pinhole
otherwise fine-very fine Est. Realization ....................
$25.00
300  #34, 1867 30c Emporer Napoleon III issue, a proof in orange on
india, printed on both sides, the reverse darker than the front,
very fine Est. Realization ............................................
$25.00
301  #34, 1867 30c brown Emperor Napoleon III issue tied by
diamond numeral cancel Dunkerque(57) 2/Oct/67 to Boom,
Belgium, red boxed PD, b/s Kranon 3/Oct/67 and Boom/9M
3?oct/67 cds cancels, fine-very fine Est. Realization ..
$25.00
302  #34, 35, 1867 30c brown (2) and 40c orange Napoleon III issues
tied by diamond 1769 numeal cancels Le Havre 16/Oct/71 to
Trinidad (British West Indies), red boxed PD, b/s Trinidad
NO/4/1871. Nice cover, fine-very fine Est. Realization
$50.00
303  #35, 1863 40c orange Nalopeon III issue tied by bold diamond
2240 numeral cancel Marseille(12) 16/Juin/70 cds to Amsterdam,
red boxed PD, b/s RPO Marseille 16/Juin/70 and Amsterdam
18/Jun/70, very fine Est. Realization ..........................
$25.00
304  #35, 1863 40c orange Napoleon III issued tied by diamond 2240
numeral cancel Marseille(12) 22/Nov/68 to Livorno, Italy, red
boxed PD, b/s Livorno 27/Nov/68. Small tear at top otherwise
fine-very fine Est. Realization.....................................
$25.00
305  #35, 1863 40c orange Emperor Napoleon III issue tied by bold
diamond 2240 numeral cancel Marseille(12) 23/Juin/70 to
Amsterdam, red boxed PD, b/s Marseille A Paris RPO 24/Juin/70
and Amsterdam 25/Jun/70 cds cancels Est. Realization
$25.00
306  #36, 1868 80c rose Emperor Napoleon II issue, a few
light gum wrinkles otherwise fine-very fine mint, original gum,
hinged .........................................................................
$850.00
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307  #36, 1868 80c rose Napoleon III issue tied by bold numeral 7 star
cancel Paris/R.Des Ville-Haudr tes 16/Juin/68 to Trinidad (British
West Indies), red boxed PD, red London Paid 17 JU 68 transit,
b/s Trinidad JY 5/1869. Fine-very fine cover paying the rate for
Ocean mail via London Est. Realization ....................
$50.00
308  #37, 1869 5fr Emperor Napoleon III issue, tiny repaired tear and
a small shallow thin otherwise fine-very fine used with diamond
6325 numeral cancel ..................................................
$775.00
309  #37, 1869 5fr gray Emperor Napoleon III issue, a small shallow
thin otherwise fine-very fine used with cds cancel .....
$775.00
310  #37, 1869 5fr gray Emperor Napoleon III issue, a small shallow
thin otherwise fine-very fine used with diamond 532 numeral
cancel .........................................................................
$775.00
311  #37c, 1869 5fr bluish gray and lavender Emperor Napoleon III
issue, upper left perf slightly clipped otherwise very fine used
with a Paris star cancel ...............................................
$800.00
312  #38, 39, 1870 1c olive green and 2c red brown Ceres issues on
local cover Autun(70) 24/Dec/74. The 3c pays the printed matter
rate for 5 gr to 50 gr. Few edge flts at right otherwise fine-very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$75.00
313  #38-40, 1870 1c, 2c, and 4c imperforate Ceres issues, 1c has
shallow thin and 4c is no gum otherwise fine-very fine mint ogh
....................................................................................
$490.00
314  #39b, 40, 1870 2c chestnut and 4c gray Ceres issues, fine-very
fine used .....................................................................
$750.00
315  #41a, 1875 5c green Ceres issue, fine- very fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$275.00
316  #41b, 1870 5c emerald Ceres issue fine-very fine used with a
numeral 613 diamond cancel ..................................... $1,000.00
317  #42, 1870 10c bistre Ceres Provisional Government issue, a pair
tied by diamond 2918 numeral cancel Poligny(38)/24/Avril/71 to
Lyon, b/s Lyon(68) 25/Avril/71 Est. Realization ........
$50.00
318  #42, 1870 10c bistre Ceres issue, a pair tied by diamond 1017
numeral cancels Chinon(36) 22/Aout/71 to Paris, b/s Paris(60)
23/Aout, fine-very fine Est. Realization .....................
$40.00
319  #46a, 1870 30c black brown Ceres issue, fine used with a
numeral 2045 diamond cancel ...................................
$575.00
320  #47, 1870 40c orange Ceres Provisional Government issue tied
by diamond 2240 numeral cancel Marseille 9/Dec/71 to Genoa,
Italy, black boxed PD, b/s Torino.Amulante 11/Dic/71, fine-very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$50.00
321  #48a, 1870 80c dull rose Ceres issue, tiny repaired tear at bottom
otherwise very fine used with a partial diamond numeral cancel
....................................................................................
$210.00
322  #49, 1871 10c on 10c Emperor Napoleon III issue with blue
surcharge, fine-very fine mint, disturbed gum ........... $1,300.00
323  #50-53, 1870-72 1c to 5c Ceres issues, fine-very fine mint
original gum or without gum ......................................
$480.00
324  #54, 1870 10c bistre Ceres issue, fine mint, without gum $500.00
325  #55, 1873 10c bistre, rose Ceres issue, fine mint, likely
regummed ..................................................................
$240.00
326  #56, 58, 1871 15c bistre and 25c blue Ceres issues
tied by diamnd grid cancel Bordeaux(32) 16/Mai/73 to Metz,
Germany, red boxed PD, few signs of age otherwise fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
327  #57, N5, N6, a group of 7 covers with 10c and 20c German and
Prussian Occupation of Alsace issues, one with 1870 "Seige of
Paris" 20c blue issue, variety of cancels, fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
328  #59, 1870 40c orange Ceres pair tied by Gare De Tours 6/Fevr/76
cancels to New Orleans, b/s blue Paris Etranger 7/Fevr/76, New
York/Paid/Feb 17 and New Orleans/Feb 20. Few signs of edge
wear otherwise fine Est. Realization ..........................
$30.00
329  #59, 1870 40c orange Ceres issue tied by Paris/R.Bonaparte
7/Juil/76 cancels to Claymont, Delaware, U.S.A. with red New
York/Paid All Jul/19 transit, b/s blue Paris/Etranger 7/Juil/76,
very fine Est. Realization ...........................................
$25.00
330  #59, 62, 1870 40c orange and 1872 30c brown pair Ceres
issues tied by Paris star cancel, Paris/Gare du Nord 1/Mars/73 to
Vera Cruz, Mexico, red boxed P.P. and blue staight line Voie
De Southampton and red London/Paid 3 MR-73, fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
331  #60-63, 1872-75 10c to 80c Ceres set complete, fine-very fine
mint without gum ....................................................... $1,760.00
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332  #62, 1872 30c brown Ceres issue tied by diamond numeral cancel
Bordeaux(32) 20/Dec/74 to Artigas, England, red boxed PD, b/s
Paris A Calais RPO 21/Dec/74 and Ormskirk 22DE/74, very fine
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
333  #64, 66, 1876 1c and 4c green Peace and Commerce issues, Type
I, fine mint, original gum hinged ................................
$280.00
334  #65, 1876 2c green Peace and Commerce issue, Type I, fine mint,
lightly hinged .............................................................. $1,325.00
335  #68, 1876 10c green Peace and Commerce issue, Type I, finevery fine mint, hinged .................................................
$800.00
336  #69, 74-75, 1876 15c grey, 1878 40c red, and 1876 75c carmine
Peace and Commerce issues, Type I, 15c has clipped perfs at left,
otherwise fine-very fine mint, without gum ................ $1,875.00
337  #70, 1876 20c red brown Peace and Commerce issue, Type I,
fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged ..............................
$500.00
338  #73, 1876 30c brown Peace and Commerce issue, Type I, finevery fine mint, never hinged .......................................
$375.00
339  #76, 1876 1fr bronze green Peace and Commerce issue, finemint,
lightly hinged ..............................................................
$850.00
340  #104-108, 1898-1900 5c to 2fr Peace and Commerce issues,
complete set, (104 with tiny stain on gum), fine mint, lightly
hinged .........................................................................
$340.00
341  #109-132, 1900-29 Liberty and Peace set complete (24 values),
fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged .............................. $1,427.00
342  #133-137, 1902 Rights of Man set complete, couple with trivial
gum toning otherwise fine mint, lightly hinged ..........
$355.50
343  #146/276, selection of 8 issues all with advertising in
selvedge tabs, very fine mint (one used), never hinged.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
344  #175, 1926 35c purple Sower issue, a pair with centre gutter
and counter, fine mint, lightly hinged (Yvert #136, 550€)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
345  #197, 1923 Bordeaux Philatelic Exhibition issue, very fine mint,
lightly hinged ..............................................................
$300.00
346  #226, 1925 Paris Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet, few spots
of gum toning and the usual gum bends otherwise very fine mint,
lightly hinged ..............................................................
$700.00
347  #241, 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition souvenir sheet, tiny thin
at top from hinge removal otherwise very fine mint, lightly
hinged .........................................................................
$675.00
348  #246, 1929 Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition, very fine mint, lightly
hinged .........................................................................
$375.00
349  #253-254A, 1929-30 20fr Pont du Gard, Nimes issues with Does
I, II, and III, very fine mint, lightly hinged ................. $1,085.00
350  #329, 1937 Pexip souvenir sheet, very fine mint, never hinged.
.....................................................................................
$425.00
351  #329, 1937 Pexip souvenir sheet, very fine mint, lightly hinged.
.....................................................................................
$200.00
352  #348, 348a, 1938 50fr Clement Ader issues, both shades and
papers, very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged (348a is
nh) ...............................................................................
$180.00
353  #524, 1945 Marianne issue, a set of 5 progressive colour trial
proofs, very fine mint, lightly hinged Est. Realization
$30.00
354  #700-705, 1953 Sports set complete imperforate, very fine mint,
never hinged Est. Realization......................................
$100.00
355  #1116, 1965 Apocalypse Tapestry issue, two copies with yellow
colour missing (normal included for comparison), very fine mint,
never hinged Est. Realization......................................
$25.00
356  #B3-9, 1917-19 Semi-postal issues, fine-very fine mint, o=rigainl
gum (dist) lightly hinged ............................................
$796.00
357  #B9, 1917 1fr + 1fr "La Marseillaise" Semi-postal issue, finevery fine used .............................................................
$275.00
358  #B11, 1918 Red Cross Semi-postal issue, two very fine mint
copies, lightly hinged ..................................................
$190.00
359  #B12-19, 1922 Semi-postal set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged ..............................................................
$160.20
360  #B20-23, 1926-27 Semi-postal set complete, very fine mint,
lightly hinged ..............................................................
$146.00
361  #C1, 1927 2fr orange and blue Air Mail issue, very fine used.
.....................................................................................
$225.00
362  #C2, 1927 5fr blue Air Mail issue, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged .........................................................................
$200.00
363  #C8-14, 1936 Air Mail set complete, 50fr issue has tiny gum thin
otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged .....................
$711.25
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364  #C14, 1936 50fr emerald Air Mail issue, very fine used $250.00
365  #C15, 1936 50fr ultra Air Mail issue, very fine mint, never
hinged with lathework ................................................
$775.00
366  #C15, 1936 50fr ultra Air Mail issue, very fine used .
$250.00
367  #C17, 1936 10fr prussian green Air Mail issue, rounded perf at
lower left corner otherwise very fine mint, never hinged $450.00
368  #C23-27, 1949-50 Air Mail set complete, very fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$164.90
369  #C29-32, 1954 Air Mail set complete, very fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$224.00
370  #J1, 1859 10c black Postage Due issue, fine-very fine used on
piece with cds cancel ..................................................
$175.00
371  #J1, 1859 10c black Postage Due issue on unfranked offical
notice from Directeur/Enregist et Domaines Mayenne with
Laval(52) 3/Mai/62 cds. Very fine Est. Realization....
$100.00
372  #J1, 1859 10c black Postage Due issue on local cover Auneau(27)
4/Juin/59. Very fine Est. Realization ..........................
$100.00
373  #J4, 1863 15c black Postage Due issue on unfranked
local letter with Pantin(60) 23/Oct/64 cds. Very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
374  #J6, 1871 25c black Postage Due issue on unfranked
local letter with Auxerre 21/Mars/72 cds. Very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$45.00
375  #J9, 1871 60c yellow Postage Due issue, very fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$400.00
376  #J18, 1882 20c black Postage Due issue, fine mint, lightly hinged
....................................................................................
$250.00
377  #J21, 1892 50c black Postage Due issue, fine-very fine used.
....................................................................................
$150.00
378  #J21, 1892 50c black Postage Due issue, very fine used with a
cds cancel ...................................................................
$150.00
379  #J22, 1884 60c black Postage Due issue, fine mint, lightly hinged
....................................................................................
$425.00
380  #J24, 1884 2fr black Postage Due issue, tiny repaired tear at top
left perf otherwise fine-very fine, origial gum (dist), lightly
hinged ........................................................................ $1,000.00
381  #J24, 1884 2fr black Postage Due issue, very fine used with cds
and pen cancels ..........................................................
$700.00
382  #J25, 1884 5fr black Postage Due issue, fine used ..... $1,400.00
383  #J35, 1894 30c red orange Postage Due issue, fine mint, very
lightly hinged .............................................................
$450.00
384  #J58-65, 1927-31 Postage Due set complete, fine mint lightly
hinged…………………………………………………. $215.40
385  #M1-9, 1901-39 Military issues complete, fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$194.85
386  #N15-58, 2N1-20, 1916-45 Occupation sets complete, fine-very
fine mint, lightly hinged .............................................
$262.30
387  #P1-2, 1868 imperforate Newspaper issue set, very fine used.
....................................................................................
$277.50
388  #YT1-10, 1941-42 issues of the Legion of French
Volunteers against Bolshevism (Yvert & Tellier catalogue
numbers #1-10), first souvenir sheet has light vertical crease
otherwise very fine mint, never hinged. Also includes German
Occupation imperforate issues (22) of the Petain Government
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$150.00
389  #YT1-11, 1941-44 selection of 32 different Liberation issues
(various Yvert & Tellier #'s1-11, etc.) and three Free French
Government issues (see note in Scott following #503), very fine
mint, never hinged Est. Realization............................
$150.00
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
390  #58-67, 1950 Academy of Science set complete, very fine mint,
never hinged ...............................................................
$121.75
391  #82-84, 1951 Mao set complete, fine-very fine mint, never
hinged ........................................................................
$230.00
392  #82-84, 1951 Mao set complete, 24pf has a slight gum bend
otherwise very fine mint, never hinged ......................
$230.00
393  #122-136, 1953 Portrait set complete, fine-very fine mint, never
hinged ........................................................................
$266.85
394  #122-136 (inc. 134a), 1953 Portraits set complete, fine-very fine
mint, never hinged .....................................................
$274.85
395  #187-204, 1953-54 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint,
never hinged ...............................................................
$168.30
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396  #B21a, 1950 Stamp Exhibition souvenir sheet, very fine used.
.....................................................................................
$140.00
GERMAN STATES-WURTTEMBERG
397  #50, 1869 7kr blue tied by Stuttgart 12/7/Mai/69 to Bordeaux,
France, red P.D. m/s freanco and 6 due in red, octagonal date
stamp Lade Strasb./Amb.F. 13/Mai/69, b/s Carlsruhe 12/Mai,
Paris 14/Mai/69, Paris A Bordeaux RPO 14/Mai/69 and Bordeaux
15/Mai/69, fine-very fine Est. Realization ..................
$25.00
GERMANY
398  #635, 1948 4pf orange brown Church issue, a strip of three with a
paper fold resulting in a dramatic mis-perforation. Very fine mint,
never hinged Est. Realization......................................
$25.00
399  #665-69, 1949 Federal Assembly, Postal Centenary, and UPU
issues, very fine mint, never hinged ............................
$222.50
400  #686-697, 1951-53 regular issues, fine-very fine mint, never
hinged .........................................................................
$282.75
401  #698-701, 1953 Munich Exhibition set complete, very fine mint,
never hinged ...............................................................
$72.50
402  #719-21, 1954 1m to 3m Heuss high value issues, very fine mint,
never hinged ...............................................................
$102.75
403  #804, 1959 Beethoven souvenir sheet, four very fine mint never
hinged copies ..............................................................
$90.00
404  #B310-13, 1949 Welfare Semi-Postal set complete, fine-very fine
used .............................................................................
$145.50
405  #B310-13, 1949 Welfare Semi-postal set complete, very fine
mint, never hinged ......................................................
$125.00
406  #B310-313, 1949 Welfare Semi-postal set complete, very fine
used .............................................................................
$145.00
407  #B314-15, 1950 Bach Semi-postal set complete, very fine used.
.....................................................................................
$87.50
408  #B316-17, 1951 Marienkirche Semi-postal set complete, very
fine mint, never hinged ...............................................
$175.00
409  #B316-17, 1951 Marienkirche Semi-postal set complete, very
fine mint, never hinged ...............................................
$175.00
410  #B316-17, 1951 Marienkirche Semi-postal set complete, very
fine used .....................................................................
$137.50
411  #B318-19, 1951 Philatelic Exhibition semi-postal set complete,
very fine mint, never hinged .......................................
$80.00
412  #B320-23, 1951 Charity Semi-postal set complete, fine-very fine
mint, never hinged ......................................................
$125.00
413  #B327-30, 1952 Welfare Semi-postal set complete, very fine
mint, never hinged ......................................................
$100.00
414  #5NB1-5NB4a, 1949 Red Cross Semi-postal set and souvenir
sheet, very fine mint, never hinged .............................
$177.50
415  #5NB8a-b, 1949 Freiburg Monuments souvenir sheets bothe
perforate and imperforate, 5NB8a has light gum bend otherwise
very fine mint, never hinged .......................................
$100.00
416  #9N75-79, 1951-52 re-engraved Freedom Bell set complete, very
fine used .....................................................................
$79.25
417  #9N84-93, 1952-53 Portraits set complete, very fine mint, never
hinged .........................................................................
$125.00
418  #9N94-98, 1953 second re-engraved Freedom Bell set complete,
very fine mint, never hinged .......................................
$72.50
419  #9NB4-5, 1950 Berlin Philharmonic issue on commemorative
postcard with Dusseldorf 2.6.51-10 cancel. Fine-vey fine $137.50
IRAN
420  #935-40, 1950 Shah Pahlavi 31st Birthday set complete, finevery fine mint, lightly hinged .....................................
$115.00
421  #C79-82, 1953 Discovery of Oil Air Mail set complete, very fine
mint, lightly hinged .....................................................
$162.00
NETHERLANDS
422  #48-50, 1967 Amphilex set complete, seven sheets of
10 very fine mint, never hinged and one set of sheets very fine
used .............................................................................
$750.00
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
423  #75-81, 1923 Queen Wilhelmina set complete, very fine mint,
lightly hinged ..............................................................
$196.50
NETHERLANDS
424  #B144a-45a, 1942 Netherlands Legion souvenir sheets, couple
light gum bends otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged $165.00
425  #B145a, 1942 12½c + 87½c blue Netherlands Legion issue, two
souvenir sheets, very fine mint, lightly hinged ...........
$150.00
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RUSSIA
426  SFL Odessa 11/ABT/1872 to Bordeaux, France, boxed
AUS RUSSLAND, oval IS8clave/Odessa, blue 11, blue
Allemagne a Paris 12/Aout cds, b/s Breslau/26-1/Berlin. Very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$25.00
RYUKYU ISLANDS
427  #1a-7a, 1948 Definitive set complete, the first printing, very fine
mint, never hinged .....................................................
$524.00
428  #17, 1952 100y overprint on 2y rose violet, very fine mint, never
hinged ........................................................................ $2,200.00
429  #C1-3, 1950 Air Mail set complete, very fine mint, never hinged
....................................................................................
$205.00
SPAIN
430  stampless cover Madrid 10/Oct/64 to Villeneuve-Les-Avignon,
France, black PD in circle, double line 5c due frontier tax, French
border crossing from Spain, Esp 12/Oct/64, b/s Marseille A Lyon
RPO 14/Oct/64, Nimes 14/Oct/64 and Villeneuve-Les-Avignon
14/Oct/64. Fine-very fine Est. Realization .................
$25.00
SWITZERLAND
431  #B144, 1945 Dove of Basel souvenir sheet, very fine mint, never
hinged Est. Realization...............................................
$150.00
UNITED STATES
432  SFL 1838 m/s rated 12 and circular Mount Holly N.J./AUG/21
sato Baltimore. Few signs of edge wear otherwise fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
433  #179, 1875 5¢ blue Zachary Taylor issue tied by segmented cork
cancel Cleveland Jul/19 to Paris and forwared to Stockholm via
Hamburg. Blue Paris/Etranger 26/Jul/81 cancel and Au Dos on
front, reverse bears Paris and Hamburg cancels and m/s
Stockholm. Very fine, nice cover Est. Realization......
$25.00
434  #212, 1887 1¢ ultramarine Franklin issue, fine mint, never hinged
....................................................................................
$400.00
435  #227, 1890 15¢ dark blue Clay issue, a block of four with bright
fresh colour. Fine-very fine mint, bit of gum glazing from mount
otherwise never hinged .............................................. $3,600.00
436  #367-68, 1909 2¢ Lincoln issue in perforate and imperforate
blocks of four, fine-very fine mint, top stamps lightly hinged,
bottom never hinged ...................................................
$146.00
437  #538, 1919 1¢ green Washington issue plate block of 8. Bottom
right stamp has 2mm tear in right edge otherwise fine mint,
lightly hinged in selvedge and one stamp, balance never hinged
....................................................................................
$170.00
438  #540, 1919 2¢ carmine rose Washington issue, upper plate block
of 8, fine-very fine mint, hinged in selvedge, stamps never hinged
....................................................................................
$215.00
439  #618, 1925 2¢ Birth of Liberty issue plate block of six. Small bit
of wrinkling at top centre selvedge otherwise very fine mint,
never hinged ...............................................................
$85.00
440  #631, 1926 13¢ green Harrison issue lower plate block
of six, fine mint, two stamps lightly hinged, balance never hinged
....................................................................................
$165.00
441  #756-765, 1934 National Parks set complete in plate number
blocks of six, very fine mint, without gum as issued .
$265.00

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS
AND LARGE LOTS
442  Australia shoebox stuffed with modern on paper mixture, about
1kg Est. Realization....................................................
$20.00
443  British Commonwealth accumulation of over 650 souvenir
sheets assembled on Vario two sided, double pocket stock pages.
Looks like there is minimal, or no duplication. Very fine mint,
never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization........................
$250.00
444  British Commonwealth mostly mint selection of sets and
singles. Includes mint Australia #L18, Bahamas #112-113, 12829, Barbados #267-80, Cyprus #168-172, Dominica #164-180,
Montserrat #92-101, Niue #94-103, useful mint North West
Pacific Islands, St. Lucia mint #15, 17, 22, 88, St. Vincent #15455, 156-169, Swaziland #55-66, and much more. Generally finevery fine Est. Realization ...........................................
$200.00
445  British Commonwealth mint and used accumulation of
Omnibus issues inmostly part sets. Includes 1935 Silver Jubilee,
1947 Royal Visit, 1948 Silver Wedding, 1951 University. Finevery fine. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................
$75.00
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446  British Commonwealth miscellaneous accumulation with
a binder of "B" countries with sets and singles, album leaves
with Great Britain, Straits Settlements, Sudan, etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
447  British Commonwealth carton full of Australia and New
Zealand on paper mixtures Floor Sale Only................
Offer
448  British Commonwealth carton with stock pages and binders full
of stamps. Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................
Offer
449  Cook Islands dealers mint and used stock of issues from
1902 to 1992 assembled on counter sales pages. Includes some
early definitives and modern topicals. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$60.00
450  Great Britain stock selection of Victorian issues with #20, 26
(10), 27 (3), 28 (3), 29, 39 (5), 45 (7), 59 (10), 60 (8), 61 (15), 62
(15), 89 (5), 102, 111 (5), 125 (5) and filled with a range of plate
numbers and cancels. Generally fine-very fine used. Catalogue
value over $7,200. Superior lot for the collector of this period.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$700.00
451  Great Britain stock selection of Victorian issues with #20, 26
(10), 27 (2), 28 (2), 33, 39 (5), 45 (7), 59 (5), 60 (4), 61 (16), 62
(10), 89 (2), 102, 111 (2), 114, 125 (2) and filled with a range of
plate numbers and cancels. Generally fine-very fine used.
Catalogue value over $5,900. Superior lot for the collector of this
period. Inspect Est. Realization...................................
$600.00
452  Great Britain stock selection of Victorian issues with #20, 26
(10), 27 (2), 28 (2), 29, 33, 39 (5), 45 (7), 59 (5), 60 (4), 61 (16),
62 (10), 89 (2), 102, 111 (2), 114, 125 (2), 126 and filled with a
range of plate numbers and cancels. Generally fine-very fine
used. Catalogue value over $5,900. Superior lot for the collector
of this period. Inspect Est. Realization........................
$600.00
453  Great Britain stock selection of Victorian issues with #20, 26
(10), 27 (2), 28 (2), 29, 33, 39 (5), 45 (7), 59 (5), 60 (4), 61 (16),
62 (10), 89 (2), 102, 111 (2), 114, 125 (2), 126 and filled with a
range of plate numbers and cancels. Generally fine-very fine
used. Catalogue value over $5,800. Superior lot for the collector
of this period. Inspect Est. Realization........................
$550.00
454  Great Britain stock selection of Victorian issues with #20, 26
(10), 27 (2), 28 (2), 29, 33, 39 (5), 45 (7), 59 (5), 60 (4), 61 (15),
62 (14), 89 (2), 111 (2), 125 (2) and filled with a range of plate
numbers and cancels. Generally fine-very fine used. Catalogue
value over $5,600. Superior lot for the collector of this period.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$550.00
455  Great Britain stock selection of Victorian issues with #26 (5),
27, 28 (4), 39 (2), 45 (3), 59 (4), 60 (7), 61 (20), 62 (10), 89 (6),
111 (3), 125 (3) and filled with a range of plate numbers
and cancels. Generally fine-very fine used. Catalogue value
over $5,000. Superior lot for the collector of this period. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$500.00
456  Great Britain dealers used stock of issues from QV to QE
housed in a pair of stock books. Includes #26, 27, 28, 34, 35, 60,
64, etc., multiples and more with a high catalogue value. Worth a
close look Est. Realization ..........................................
$150.00
457  Great Britain used collection of issues from QV to QE housed in
a pair of Stanley Gibbons Windsor albums with slip cases. Nice
clean collection with plenty of modern used commemorative sets.
Generally fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......
$150.00
458  Great Britain dealers used stock of issues from QV to QE
housed in sales cards. Note useful selection of early cancels,
useful modern, etc. Inspect Est. Realization ...............
$100.00
459  Great Britain dealers mint and used stock of issues from QV to
QE housed in three binders. Note good run of Machin issues,
early with cancels, etc. Generally fine-very fine and a good
review could pay off Est. Realization .........................
$100.00
460  Great Britain dealers used stock of issues from QV to QE
housed on stock pages and in glassines. Thousands of stamps and
much useful including good selection of "Penny Reds," etc.
Inspect Est. Realization...............................................
$100.00
461  Great Britain accumulation of mint and used issues from
QV to QE housed in three binders. Hundreds of stamps. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
462  Great Britain all used duplicated accumulation of issues
from KGV to 2004 housed in glassines. Hundreds of stamps and
saw inverted watermarks, etc. Could be full of surprises. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STAMPS
BARBADOS
463  #28, 1870 1sh black Britannia issue, tiny gum thin otherwise very
fine mint, original gum hinged ...................................
$400.00
HONG KONG
464  #165A, 166A, 1946 $5 and $10 King George VI Definitives, very
fine mint, hinge remnants ...........................................
$115.00
NORTH WEST PACIFIC ISLANDS
465  #9, 1915 10sh pink and gray, light pencil mark on gum otherwise
fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged .............................
$125.00
SINGAPORE
466  #22, 1948 $5 Silver Wedding issue, two very fine used copies.
....................................................................................
$90.00
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
467  #167c, 1915 $5 KGV issue (Die II), fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$110.00

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
468  British North America mint and used collection of sets
and singles mounted on album pages. Includes Newfoundland
used #72, 125, 126, etc. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$150.00
469  British North America a mint and used accumulation of
singles housed in sales and stock cards. Mostly middle value
material with the odd multiple. Plenty of interesting material and
generally fine-very fine, th emint hinged and never hinged.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$75.00
NEWFOUNDLAND
470  dealers mint and used stock of issues from 1870 to 1943 housed
in sales cards and glassines with many middle value issues ($5$15 range), many cds cancels, etc. A nice lot with hundreds of
stamps, fine-very fine and the mint are lightly hinged and never
hinged. Inspect Est. Realization .................................
$250.00
471  a mint and used accumulation housed in glassines and
on stock pages with issues from 1880 to 1947. Saw low to middle
values, some Revenues, multiples, etc. Inspection of this lot could
be rewarded! Mostly fine-very fine and much is never hinged.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
472  a dealers mint stock of issues from 1887 to 1947 housed in
envelopes, mostly low to middle value items with duplication
plus some Revenues. Fine-very fine, lightly hinged and never
hinged Est. Realization...............................................
$100.00
473  a dealers mint and used stock of issues from 1870 to 1947 housed
in a pair of stock books. Didn’t notice anything spectacular, just
hundreds of "collectible" stamps, a range of cancels. Generally
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......................
$100.00
474  dealers mint stock of issues form 1880 to 1947 housed in
envelopes. A duplicated group of mostly low to medium value
items including some Revenue issues. Fine-very fine, lightly
hinged and never hinged Est. Realization...................
$100.00
475  used accumulation of singles from 1887 to 1947 in bundles or in
glassines. Thousands of stamps and who knows what cancels will
be found. Inspect Est. Realization ..............................
$35.00
476  used accumulation of singles from 1887 to 1947 in bundles or in
glassines. Thousands of stamps and possibly a cancel collectors
dream. Inspect Est. Realization ..................................
$35.00
477  used accumulation of singles from 1897 to 1947 in envelopes.
Thousands of stamps, lots of cancels, etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$30.00
478  used accumulation of singles from 1873 to 1940 in bundles or in
glassines. Thousands of stamps and a possible treasure trove of
cancels. Inspect Est. Realization.................................
$25.00
479  #25TCii, 1865 5¢ Harp Seal in blue, perforated and fine-very fine
used. (likely from a trade sample sheet) .....................
$120.00
480  #61/189, accumulation of issues from 1897 to 1937 in large
multiples, fine-very fine mint, never hinged ..............
$600.00
481  #61/189, accumulation of issues from 1897 to 1937 in large
multiples, fine-very fine mint, never hinged ..............
$550.00
482  #61/189, accumulation of issues from 1897 to 1937 in large
multiples, fine-very fine mint, never hinged ..............
$500.00
483  #61/189, accumulation of nine different issues in blocks of 20,
fine-very fine mint, never hinged ...............................
$435.00
484  #61/189, accumulation of 8 different issues in large multiples,
fine-very fine mint, never hinged ...............................
$393.00
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485  #61/189, accumulation of 13 different issues in blocks of four or
larger, fine-very fine mint, never hinged .....................
$243.00
486  #61/189, accumulation of 13 different issues in blocks of four or
larger, fine-very fine mint, never hinged .....................
$238.00
487  #81, 1897 2¢ orange KEVII issue, a lower sheet margin block of
50, very fine mint, never hinged .................................
$400.00
488  #81/189, accumulation of issues from 1897 to 1937 in large
multiples, fine-very fine mint, never hinged ...............
$700.00
489  #OX1, 1905 KEVII black on blue paper Officially Sealed issue,
the usual crease and flts from being folded over an envelope,
otherwise very fine used .............................................
$700.00
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
490  #5, 1862 2d rose, a block of twenty with a pre-printing paper fold
in the bottom right corner resulting a a perforation error in
selvedge, fine mint, lightly hinged Est. Realization....
$50.00

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
491

492

493

494

Bailey and Toop, "Canadian Military Postal Marking," vols. 1
and 2, soft cover 872 ppgs and handsomely bound in a matching
dust jacket. The authorative work on this subject with a complete
record of all known Canadian military post offices and British
cancellers alloted to Canadian Forces. Shows an illustration of
almost all. (New) Est. Realization...............................
$75.00
Arfken and Plomish, "Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939, The
Development and Postal History of National and International
Mails," 230 ppgs, hard cover. Well illustrated and documented
look at the development of Canadian Air Mail from the beginning
through 1939. A must have book for any postal history collector.
(New) Est. Realization ................................................
$50.00
selection of 4 different BNA items with Covert, "Strike, Courier
and Local Post Of The Elizabethan Era," Firby, "The Sandford
Fleming 3 Pence Essay," Sessions, "Philatelic Fantasies of British
North America," and Weiner, "Canada Ink Jet Cancels 19921999." All new Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
carton of various including three volume set "This is Philately"
by Kenneth Wood, two large (like new) Lighthouse stock books,
etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only........................................
Offer

PHILATELIC SUPPLIES
495
496
497
498

three like new Lindner Canada albums with slipcases and
hingeless pages for 1977 to 1998 Est. Realization ......
$150.00
Philatelic Supplies two like new Lindner deluxe stockbooks
with slipcases with four pocket, double sided pages.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Philatelic Supplies carton of supplies and literature. Inspect
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
Philatelic Supplies large heavy carton full of used albums,
stock books, etc. Inspect, there's some useful stuff here.
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer

CANADA COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS
499  all mint accumulation of modern 1¢ to $5 issues in singles,
blocks or sheets. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face $1,186.00
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$825.00
500  Canada Post Annual Souvenir Collections for 1994, 1996 through
2003, very fine, never hinged .....................................
$795.00
501  Canada Post Annual Souvenir Collections for 1981, 1988 through
1995 plus the 1999 Millennium collection, very fine, never
hinged .........................................................................
$670.00
502  dealers all mint stock of many hundreds of Centennial issue plate
blocks, all in matched sets from the 1¢ through the $1 issue.
Duplication in every item with many different plate numbers and
filled with paper, gum and tagging varieties. Fine-very fine mint,
never hinged Est. Realization......................................
$450.00
503  mint and used collection of issues form 1912 to 2002 assembled
on album pages. Spotty in earlier but the modern mint face value
is $440. Generally fine-very fine Est. Realization ......
$350.00
504  a mint and used collection of issues from 1852 to 1987 housed in
a Scott album. Includes used #47, 73, 101, 124, 158, 159,
plus a substantial amount of modern "face" material. Nice clean
collection that is fine-very fine throughout. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$250.00
505  accumulation of modern 1¢ to $5 issues in singles,
blocks and sheets, very fine mint, never hinged. Face $376.00
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$250.00
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506  a mint and used collection of issues from 1870 to 1976 housed in
a Lindner hingeless album with slipcase. Includes #56, 57, 58, 60,
73, 84, 158, 159, etc. Nice clean collection that is routinely finevery fine throughout, the mint are hinged and never hinged.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$250.00
507  a mint and used accumulation of issues housed in four albums or
binders. Spotted a used #4 and other useful. Given the time to reorganize this into one album, a nice 1852 to 1973 collection
would be the result. Generally fine-very fine and a close
inspection likely will be rewarded Est. Realization....
$200.00
508  mostly used collection of issues from 1868 to 1984 housed in a
Unity album. Includes #46, 47, 73, 95, 103, etc. and generally
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......................
$150.00
509  a mint and used collection of issues 1868 to 1984 assembled on
album pages. Includes #51, 60, 84, 95, 158-159, and a Bartlett
Letterhead (stained), etc. Generally fine-very fine and worth a
close look Est. Realization .........................................
$125.00
510  mint and used collection of issues form 1868 to 1973 housed in a
Minkus album. Useful throughtout including #158, KGVI Coils,
etc. Generally fine-very fine, the mint lightly hinged and never
hinged. Inspect Est. Realization .................................
$100.00
511  accumulation of mint plate blocks from KGV to early QE
era housed on stock cards. Includes #242, 259, 260, C1,
C3, etc. Generally fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
512  accumulation of Small Queen issues with values from ½¢ to 8¢
mounted on 33 pages. Collected for shades plus cancels with split
rings, fancy, coloured, numeral, corks, precancels, etc., etc.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$100.00
513  accumulation of used issues, mostly modern era with hundreds, if
not thousands of stamps. Includes over 200 complete sets from
695/1407, blocks of four and other useful. Nice clean group.
Inspect Est. Realization ..............................................
$100.00
514  dealers mint stock of singles from 1873 to 1965 housed
in a stockbook. Includes KGVI issue coils, #262, 273, 302,
etc. Generally fine or fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
515  accumulation of mint and used issues housed in a pair of
three ring binders, a stock book, and various dealer sales cards.
Runs from 1859 First Cents issues to modern and filled with
useful material. Worth the time for a close review. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
516  collection from 1859 to 1986 assembled in a Gibbons album.
Fairly complete for the period with lots of nice cancels. Generally
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......................
$75.00
517  collection of mint and used issues from 1870 to 1983
housed in a Minkus album plus a binder with hundreds
of precancels mounted on pages. Well duplicated. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
518  all mint collection of issues from 1859 to 1970 housed in a
Lighthouse hingless album. Includes CPC souvenir cards #1-12,
etc. Generally fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged and never
hinged. Inspect Est. Realization .................................
$75.00
519  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
520  carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only.........
Offer
521  carton accumulation in 4 binders and some loose pages. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
522  carton with various albums and stock pages of mint and used.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
Offer
523  carton accumulation with mint and used stamps in four volumes.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
Offer
524  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
525  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
526  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
527  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
528  carton accumulation with stamps in binders and on stock pages.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
Offer
529  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
530  carton accumulation of various collections and remainders.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
Offer
531  carton full of miscellaneous stuff including some stamps,
philatelic journals, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only.........
Offer
532  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
533  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
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534  carton full of used stamps in four volumes plus a volume of First
Day Covers. Inspect Floor Sale Only..........................
Offer
535  large carton full of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
Offer
536  carton accumulation with stamps in binders, on stock pages, etc.
Inspect Floor Sale Only ..............................................
Offer

CANADA POSTAL HISTORY
537  carton full of moden commercial mail, good for cancels. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
538  carton full of thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
539  carton full of hundreds of Express Post covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
540  two cartons full of modern commercial mail, goof for cancels.
Thousands, inspect. (ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...
Offer
541  two cartons full of commercial mail from the 1950's and 1960's.
Inspect Floor Sale Only ..............................................
Offer
542  carton full of thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
543  carton full of thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
544  carton full of thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
545  carton full of hundreds of POCON and Klussendorf covers.
Inspect. (ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only......................
Offer
546  two cartons with thousands of Klussendorf's, Postage Dues, etc.
Inspect. (ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only......................
Offer
547  two cartons full of commercial mail from the 1950's and 1960's.
Inspect Floor Sale Only ..............................................
Offer
548  trhee cartons full of thousands of Klussendorf covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
549  carton full of thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
550  carton of modern commercial mail, good for cancels. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
551  three cartons with thousands of Klussendorf covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
552  three cartons with thousands of Klussendorf covers. Inspect. (ex.
Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ..........................................
Offer
553  three cartons with thousands of Klussendorf covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
554  carton full of modern postal stationery. Inspect. (ex. Steinhart)
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
555  two cartons with thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
556  carton full of hundreds of POCON covers. Inspect. (ex. Steinhart)
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
557  two cartons full of thousands of Klussendorf covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
558  carton full of thousands of miscellaneous modrn covers.
Good for usages and cancels. Inspect. (ex. Steinhart).
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
559  two cartons with thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
560  two cartons with thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
561  carton full of thousands of POCON covers. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
562  carton of modern commercial mail. Good for cancels. Inspect.
(ex. Steinhart) Floor Sale Only ...................................
Offer
563  #P26j, ½¢ blue Admiral postal card, five uncut sheets of eight,
type II (typo), very fine Est. Realization .....................
$50.00

CANADA STAMPS
1859-1864 FIRST CENTS ISSUES
564  #14/19, selection of 7 different 1¢ to 17¢ issues. Includes 10¢
imprint copy, fancy 37 cancel on 12½¢, mostly fine used $480.00
1868-1876 LARGE QUEEN ISSUES
565  #21/30, selection of seventeen ½¢ to 15¢ issues with a range of
cancels, shades and perf varieties, fine-very fine used. $1,390.00
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566  #21/30b, selection of 15 ½¢ to 15¢ issues with a range
of shades, papers and cancels. Scattered flts though mainly fine
used ............................................................................
$690.00
567  #24, 1868 2¢ green, light crease across left corner
visible from reverse. Lovely centering and very fine mint, likely
regummed ..................................................................
$900.00
1897 DIAMOND JUBILEE ISSUES
568  #50, ½¢ black very fine mint, never hinged ...............
$150.00
1911-1925 KING GEORGE V ADMIRAL ISSUES
569  #104, 1911 1¢ dark green, accumulation of 4,000 copies, no
precancels or perfins but unchecked for shades, papers, etc. Fine
used ............................................................................
$800.00
570  #106, 1911 2¢ carmine, accumulation of 4,000 copies, no
precancels or perfins but unchecked for shades, papers, etc. Fine
used ............................................................................
$800.00
571  #107, 1922 2¢ yellow green, accumulation of 4,000 copies, no
precancels or perfins but unchecked for shades, papers, etc. Fine
used ............................................................................
$800.00
572  #108, 1918 3¢ brown, accumulation of 4,000 copies, no
precancels or perfins but unchecked for shades, papers. Fine used
....................................................................................
$800.00
573  #109, 1923 3¢ carmine, accumulation of 4,000 copies, no
precancels or perfins but unchecked for shades, papers. Fine used
....................................................................................
$800.00
574  #126a, 128a, 1924 1¢ yellow and 2¢ green part perforate blocks
of four, very fine mint, top stamps lightly hinged, bottom never
hinged ........................................................................
$160.00
CONFEDERATION TO MODERN ISSUES
575  #150, 163-67, wholesale accumulation of 6 different with 2,000
each = 12,000 stamps. No perfins or precancels but unchecked
for cancels, etc. Inspect .............................................. $2,400.00
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576  #195-7, 217-9, wholesale accumulation of 6 different with 2,000
each = 12,000 stamps. No perfins or precancels but unchecked
for cancels, etc. Inspect ............................................... $2,400.00
577  #231-3, 249-50, wholesale accumulation of 5 different with 2,000
each = 10,000 stamps. No perfins or precancels but unchecked
for cancels, etc. Inspect ............................................... $2,000.00
578  #251-2, 254, 284-5, wholesale accumulation of 5 different with
2,000 each = 10,000 stamps. No perfins or precancels but
unchecked for cancels, etc. Inspect ............................. $2,000.00
579  #286-7, 305-6, wholesale accumulation of 4 different with 2,000
each = 8,000 stamps. No perfins or precancels but unchecked for
cancels, etc. Inspect .................................................... $1,600.00
580  #550, 1971 8¢ slate coil issue, three blocks of 12 stamps
imperforate vertically. No score line visible on gum side
and more or less visible on front. Very fine mint, never hinged
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
581  #550, 1971 8¢ slate coil issue, three blocks of 12 stamps
imperforate vertically. No score line visible on gum side
and more or less visible on front. Very fine mint, never hinged
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
582  #572ii, 1974 8¢ Pacific Coast Indians issue, the "missing
bird on totem" variety in a block of six, very fine mint, never
hinged .........................................................................
$225.00
583  #1084, 1986 $5 La Mauricie National Park issue, wholesale
accumulation of 2,300 + copies, fine-very fine used .. $6,400.00

End of the auction.
Thank you for participating!

WANTED!

COLLECTIONS
ACCUMULATIONS
BETTER STAMPS
COVERS
FOR OUTRIGHT PURCHASE OR
CONSIGNMENT.
CONTACT OUR OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

(519) 681-3420 or email john@johnsheffield.com
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